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YHA is indebted to Miranda Bayer, manager of Langdale youth hostel, and to Dave Brooks, former assistant, for their
considerable researches into the history of High Close, from which is drawn much of the text in the early parts of this profile

Langdale (High Close) Youth Hostel 1954 to present
High Close, Loughrigg, Ambleside, Cumbria LA22 9HJ
Historic County: Westmorland

YHA Region: Lakeland, Lakes, North

GR: NY 338052

High Close, Red Bank, in 1909 – a postcard image from pre-YHA days, taken from the favourite vantage spot.
In the intervening years relatively little has changed externally in this view (author’s collection)

Dave Brooks, who worked on the staff at Langdale hostel in the late 1990s, researched the history of the immediate
area back to 1443. He noted in an article in YHA News of Summer 1998:
‘Thomas Benson of Lohrigg was fined in the court of the Lindsey Fee on July 9th 1443 for allowing six pigs to
unduly forage in the Lords Forrest of Ambleside.’ The Benson family were prolific in the Langdale area at the
time and were the first inhabitants of the hostel building, then a farmhouse, built in 1590.

Indeed, a recent article in the Cumberland and Westmorland Gazette adds that the history of the house can be traced
back to its ownership by the Knights of Rydal in 1200. By the 1500s the property consisted of a wooden farmhouse.
Subsequently the house was rebuilt in stone and extended, out to the right and upwards, rearwards and to the left.
More land was bought through the 18th and 19th centuries.
As Dave Brooks’ and Miranda Bayer’s researches unfolded, they showed the rise of the Benson family and the
fulling industry they developed, though it was a short-lived success. In 1792 High Close farmhouse was sold to
George Law, a Jamaican trade merchant, and under his ownership over
the next decade the original farmhouse was extended with what is now
the drawing room and by the partitioning of the attic into rooms (now
guest rooms 2, 3, 13 and 14). In her thoroughly researched booklet guide
A High Close History Miranda explains how a watercolour of the house
during this period owned by Mrs Jones-Balme was copied by Sheilagh
Sutton in the 1970s, whose interpretation (shown left) illustrates the
original farmhouse on the far right, the first extension, the boundary
wall, barn and Pink Cottage (currently the manager’s house) in the
background, with a bit of artistic licence here as the Pink Cottage would be concealed.
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In the first half of the 19th century High Close changed hands several times, firstly through family, but later
acquired by others. The most significant purchase was in 1857, by the extravagantly named Edward Balme Wheatley
Balme (1819-96), a wealthy wool merchant and church philanthropist from Mirfield in the West Riding. It was he
who planned a major refurbishment and expansion of the property in 1866, with the services of architects Corey &
Ferguson of Carlisle. The work included:
‘The extension and renovation of the farmhouse joining it to the adjacent cottages; the construction of the
laundry, stabling rooms, stables, and carriage house; the construction of a large conservatory; the enclosure of the
old farmyard; drives extended and surfaced as far as Grasmere Lake and Loughrigg Tarn and a service drive at
Mere Syde; the building of lodges at Tarn Foot and Grasmere; and the reworking and extensive planting of the
grounds to create the twelve acres of the High Close Arboretum, noted for recently discovered exotic conifers
from North America as well as broad-leaved trees and a variety of rhododendrons, azaleas and other shrubs’.

Several conundrums remain in the original detail of the 1866 plans, suggesting alterations made initially or later,
perhaps hastily. The Great Hall, for instance, is sometimes said to be a late addition, perhaps made on the strength of
Wheatley Balme emulating a development seen elsewhere, though the authenticity of this idea is doubted. The
original entrance at the south end underwent a number of modifications from the original plans, with a spiral stone
staircase introduced.
One persistent enigma concerns the lack of a grand-statement front entrance at High Close. Originally the road up
to High Close came through the grounds, not across the back of the building, and a substantial house entrance
design might be expected. Another mystery surrounds an apparent lack of first floor access to what would surely
have been the fenced viewing platform over the flat-roofed current Dining Room 2: in the nineteenth century High
Close could claim to be the most famous view in Westmorland, with large crowds visiting, so the idea that there
would have been a viewing platform carries much weight. Today the viewpoint is limited by the growth of trees,
though efforts are in hand to restore partially an uninterrupted outlook.
In 1890 the renowned Ambleside historian ML Armitt was moved to describe High Close as:
A beautiful residence in the centre of a fair estate… and a large estate too, at around 535 acres, it contains two
farms, a dozen cottages, the whole of Loughrigg tarn…

Other features of Wheatley Balme’s expansion make for an interesting comparison with today’s youth hostel. The
very extensive arched basement was planned to be fitted out with all the usual 19th-century paraphernalia; wine
cellar, root cellar, wood cellar, coal cellars, tool store, game larder, dairy store, water pump and well (the water is
beautifully sweet still), garden room and laundry. Modern uses for these Victorian spaces include a games room and
two classrooms. Many of the original features have been preserved, though the conservatory is no more.
On the ground floor the current self-catering kitchen was meant as a bedroom, or a study. The present hostel office
and reception were variously planned to be a store and bathroom, or a gun and dog room. Today’s small wash-up
room was the butler’s preserve, while the present Guest Room 1 was the original servants’ sitting room. This features
original beams, fireplace, and as elsewhere in High Close, lovely tall wooden shutters with original iron bar fasteners.
Two further features are of special interest. The Great Hall originally had a staircase rising to an open minstrels’
gallery, now forming a separate corridor to upstairs bedrooms and partitioned off. Future reinstatement of the
gallery feature is a worthy intention. Close to the 1970s entrance door is a strong room with heavy steel door,
reputed to be a poacher’s cell, but more probably a secure room for Wheatley Balme’s valuables.
Many of the refined upper floor features remain. Grand bedrooms for hosts and guests were located towards the
south end, while servants’ quarters were at the north. Almost all are now converted to guest or staff bedrooms.
Hostel wardens had their suite of rooms in the old farmhouse into the twenty-first century.
As his final observation of the extent of High Close and its grounds, Dave Brooks noted:
Although the hostel grounds now only cover nine acres, its nine gardeners replaced by the National Trust
gardener, the whole history of Langdale High Close can still be seen and felt.
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The National Trust has altered its methods of maintaining the considerable grounds in recent years, especially with
programmes to eradicate creeping rhododendrons and to open up once again vistas and paths for pleasure. The
Trust works from its offices over the road from High Close, in buildings once part of the extensive estate.
The above passages describe the historical background to the youth hostel, but the 65 years under the YHA’s tenure
are equally complex and interesting. High Close was acquired after the Second World War by the National Trust,
and consequently the YHA, marking a grand shift of emphasis from a mansion redolent with personal privilege and
comfort (already partly emancipated by means of Wheatley Balme’s philanthropic nature), to freely-available
accommodation for the general public.
In the early 1950s YHA was determined to expand its operations in the Lake District, not least its crowded bases at
Thorney How (Grasmere) and Elterwater hostels. Despite falling numbers generally in the YHA in the early 1950s,
after the breakneck growth of the mid to late 1940s, Lakeland hostels were often bursting to capacity at this time
and the region was always on the look-out for large new properties to cope with overcrowding. In May 1953
Lakeland Region treasurer TW Thompson wrote to his committee with some promising news:
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Previous page and above: the regional treasurer’s May 1953 letter to his committee. ‘Etterby’ was Carlisle hostel (YHA Archive)

After the death of Edward Balme Wheatley Balme in 1896, High Close had descended through family inheritance,
finally resting with Frank Edward Thorpe Jones Balme until his own death in 1951, when his trustees and the
commissioners of the Inland Revenue directed that the property should become the property of the National Trust.
Over the previous 20 years there had been several examples of significant buildings placed under the NT’s care and
rented to the YHA. A YHA National Grant of £1,000 was offered towards the estimated initial total capital
expenditure of £1,600-£1,700. Thus High Close was leased to the Association on 1st January 1954. The YHA
moved into High Close in that month and the hostel opened for business on June 6th, Whit weekend, of that year.
The first warden was an intriguing character with the soubriquet
‘the Boy Pinetta’. He was appointed to High Close in 1953, in
good time to prepare the hostel before the doors opened the
following June, and stayed for ten years. Pinetta was an enthusiast
for the International Youth Hostel Federation. Len Clark recalls
his earlier spirited wardening at Gillerthwaite, in Ennerdale:
He was something of a martinet (ex Palestine Policeman) – if five
minutes late for supper you had ‘had it’, which caused us to race down
Ennerdale.
Right: Pinetta (dark-haired, second left at the top), at the IYHF
Wardens’ Conference at Stratford-upon-Avon in November 1949. Jack
Catchpool, great servant to the YHA and the IYHF, is at the bottom right
(YHA Archive)
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YHA’s tenancy with the National Trust extended for 21 years from the first day of 1954, with the documents vested
in the YHA Trust from 8th June in that year. The agreement has regularly been extended, for example in 1965 and
1988, and the arrangement still stands.

Schedule of Condition, drawn up 22nd April 1954. This was YHA’s initial layout design, with most rooms frustratingly numbered
instead of fully captioned. The east face of the hostel is to the foot of the plan. At this early stage the entrance was at the
south end. The attractive plan style is that of YHA’s chief surveyor of the time, John Parkes (YHA Archive)

There was ongoing debate about what to name the hostel. In 1954 it began with a bland Grasmere (B), reflecting its
proximity to the old hostel at Thorney How – Grasmere (A) – and the hope that it would relieve pressure there (by
1958 there was even more choice with the acquisition of the Butharlyp How Hotel in Grasmere; with Elterwater
this made four hostels available within a distance of a little over three miles, easily a record for YHA).
The name Red Bank was adopted briefly, in the 1955 handbook. From 1956 High Close was introduced, and the
name stuck, until High Close (Langdale) in 1986. The more general description YHA Langdale has been in use for
about 25 years.
It took a few years for TW Thompson’s suggested 100 beds to become available. Pinetta set up his hostel with just
30 beds for men and 30 for women, and in 1954 the season would be limited to Easter to the end of September, with
the hostel closing each Wednesday night. No hostel store was indicated in that first year – the nearest shop was
advertised at Elterwater, one mile away, but the following year a small YHA store was available on the premises. This
pattern of establishing facilities gradually was a common feature of hostels opened in the 1950s, as funds allowed.
The Easter to September season became a regular pattern.
For the first 40 or so years of the hostel’s life the entrance was at the south end, next to what is now the self-catering
kitchen but was then a dormitory (marked 33 on the first layout plan). Members cooked their meals in the old
farmhouse, where staff now have their lounge (marked 39). In 1957 the capacity was raised sharply to 112 beds (65
men, 47 women), and in 1960 to 116, by which time annual overnights had increased from 3,000-plus to 10,000plus.
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The hostel’s popularity continued to rise through the 1960s; School Journey Parties had been actively encouraged in
handbooks from 1958 and established High Close as a favourite centre, and Field Study facilities were an extra
attraction from 1962. Pete and Vera (or ‘Uni’) Parkins took over in that year, and in 1964 there began a period of
over 25 years of continuous development under the Suttons, who exchanged their previous hostel at Longthwaite
with the Parkins. Several changes to the hostel layout took place in 1971, when a window in the original farmhouse
extension was converted to a new private front door to the wardens’ quarters and 1976, when enhanced fire
precautionary measures led to the building of a new staircase near the south entrance There were other internal
improvements, not least the extensive murals of Lake District scenes painted on the Great Hall walls by Sheilagh
Sutton; she retired in 1985, but Rod stayed on until 1989.

Postcards of High Close youth hostels. There is little external alteration to note over the years between the first view above, from
about the time of opening, and the second, about 1970, save the removal of the fencing around the viewing platform. Indeed,
little separates these views from that of 1909, shown on page 1, except for variations in greenery (YHA Archive)

Geoff Thomas came to run High Close in 1990, and stayed until 1999. During this period the self-catering facilities
were moved to the south end of the building and modernised. Through the 1990s and 2000s the hostel was altered
to take slightly fewer guests, down from over 100 to 96.
Changes have continued into the present century. In line with trends throughout the network, the Association was
implementing savings wherever possible by doubling up on hostel management, and High Close entered a period
when it was run as a satellite to Ambleside hostel under Peter and Ursula Brendling, with a site or deputy manager
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looking after the local interest. At one time there was a three-tier management, involving Ambleside, Elterwater and
High Close. Hugh Taylor was one such hostel-based site manager, in 2005, the year in which Miranda Bayer arrived
as a team member. The Pink Cottage was acquired for the site manager about 2009, the previous wardens’ suite of
rooms given over to guest use and staff accommodation centralised in the white farmhouse. The post of full-time
hostel manager was reinstated
with Miranda’s appointment
in 2011. The Pink Cottage was
retained for her use.
High Close, May 2004, when the
rhododendrons were putting on a
spectacular show. Because of their
invasive nature, it has been
necessary to thin these plants
considerably from the estate in
recent years (author’s photograph)

In recent years, YHA Langdale’s traditional joint role as a provider of school’s accommodation and as a traditional
hostellers’ destination has been expanded to include new business. Between 2005 and 2010 the hostel was host to
YHA’s ‘Do It 4 Real’ summer camps for youngsters, after which specialised provision for the Community Spirit
programme was provided. Since about 2012 it has accommodated large groups in block bookings for the National
Citizenship Service voluntary scheme for young people of 15 to 17 years.

1 2
Rarely captured images of YHA Langdale. The narrow minor road south from Grasmere climbs steep Red Bank
then sweeps to the right, around High Close hostel on a 90-degree bend, on its way back down to Elterwater.
1: this view south from the road shows the complexity of expansions to the original farmhouse at the north end of the premises.
Earlier than Wheatley Balme’s developments were the white building on the left that extended the farmhouse and is now staff
accommodation, and the pink cottage to the right, formerly a National Trust volunteer’s centre, though largely unused, that has
recently been leased for the manager’s house. The central section now houses guests, and seems to show the hand of Wheatley
Balme. Guest rooms are located here on the lower floors, while the top floor, once a large dormitory, provides more staff space;
2: this view from the road up from Elterwater shows how closely it skirts the outside face of the 19th century developments
(author’s photographs, August 2017)

A novel experiment to allow guests to bring dogs was tried at a few hostels, including Langdale. Though popular
with some, the experiment was not continued, but has recently been reinstated in a different form at hostels with
outdoor accommodation. The original plan was announced through YHA’s Council Bulletin no 19 of February
2012:
Youth Hostels Welcome Dogs
Up until the end of February, selected Youth Hostels are offering a warm welcome to customers with dogs.
YHA is piloting the programme and it will be assessed to see whether we should continue the offer. There is a
limited number of places and a £5 supplement will be paid for each dog. Hostels accommodating dogs are:
Arundel, Bellever, Blaxhall, Boggle Hole, Broad Haven, Castleton, Crowden, Hathersage, Hartington, Ilam
Hall, Langdale, Welsh Bicknor. Places are limited.
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2

3
These colour postcards span 60 years. The first two show well the isolated lofty position of the hostel, with magnificent
views over 1: Elterwater and the Langdales and 2: Red Bank and Grasmere, looking towards Dunmail Raise;
3: this recent postcard shows well the remarkable dominance of the tall chimneys, veranda roofs and the curious cellar arches.
The pink stone from which the Victorian extension is built is thought to have been quarried locally (YHA Archive)
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A programme to update all the hostel toilets and showers was implemented by 2016.

1

2

3
1-3: YHA Langdale’s layout in 2017. Note: the orientation of these floorplans is at 180 degrees to the plan shown earlier –
the lawned area is to the top and right. Rooms 3, 2, 13 and 14 were originally the wardens’ quarters (YHA Archive)
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Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1954-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb
*: 17 month period; +: notional figure included for exclusive hire and/or camping
1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

…

…

…

…

3857

6021

7393

9570

9283

9713

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

10119

12403

12952

13198

14108

14698

14350

14860

15250

15763

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

15686

15165

16227

16471

15804

18779

18577

18366

18841

17834

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

17236

15118

13590

14308

13600

14540

13820

15159

15644

16911

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

14740

14329

15637*

11380

10397

10937

12158

12501

12305

12276

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

12225

7781

11962

14016

14882

15122

13365

13463

12099

11864

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

11547

13934+

15648+

14448+

15669+

18266+

17293+

17525+

16837+

17871+

1 2

3 4

5
1-4: YHA publicity stills of the Great Hall, lounge, first dining room and the lovely broad vista towards Grasmere (YHA Archive);
5: two one-inch pin badges from different eras frame a copy of the original artist’s design, found amongst
much treasure-trove in one of the many secret corners of High Close (YHA Archive)
John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive
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